CELESTIAL CITY OF THE BRIDE
The purpose of this illustration is to show how the New Jerusalem will look like in size comparison. According to the Bible, there will be a New Heaven and Earth where there will be no more oceans for example. The City is described as being 1500 miles wide and high. It does not detail if it is in the shape of a pyramid or square as
both can have the same dimension. YHVH’s literal Throne will descend with its 12 layers of Foundation Stones and Gates made of a single pearl with Angels stationed there. Based on prior Tabernacle and Temple patterns, the City most likely will be cubed shaped. Also based on the Universal Template, the illustration will show
that the New Jerusalem will be 666 miles smaller than the Moon’s diameter. A River of Life will flow out of the Throne and there will be no need for a Sun. Based on the 7 Churches in Asia Minor study, it would appear that the New Jerusalem will be ‘squared’ in dimension, solely based on this notion and using the Sacred Geometry
of the ‘Universal Template’. This is not to possibly excluded the notion that the New Jerusalem can, at the same time be also a ‘pyramid’. This new City that was promised to Abraham in the Bible is also depicted ‘as a bride adored for her husband’. This has direct connotation to then how John is equated with the feminine and with
the City of New Jerusalem. This coming New Jerusalem will be where the Redeemed and YHVH Himself will dwell together for all of Eternity Future. This New Jerusalem that is to come down to Earth from Heaven will be at the end of the 1000 year Millennial Kingdom ruled directly by Jesus Christ on Earth.
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